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Job cchurn has slo
owed in recen
nt years, and
d labor force participation
n has
decliined among the
t young an
nd prime worrking‐age ind
dividuals. Exp
panding
firmss are adding fewer jobs on
o average th
han they havee in the past.. The
Broo
okings Institu
ution finds th
hat overall “b
business dynamism,” the continual
process of busineesses openin
ng, closing, exxpanding, and
d failing, hass slowed
hich is cause for great con
ncern since
over the last few decades, wh
y in this proccess but in neet job
entreepreneurs pllay a critical role not only
1
creattion. Wheth
her these tren
nds continue remains to be
b seen, but tthe
Conggressional Bu
udget Office (CBO),
(
the Feederal Reserv
ve, and manyy private
econ
nomists expect a “new normal” of slow
w growth. Th
hough most oof what
spurrs innovation
n and job creaation is outsiide of govern
nment purvieew, there
are m
many things that
t
policym
makers can do
o to strengthen the found
dation for
entreepreneurship
p and job gro
owth.
well documeented that thee cumulativee effect of reggulations is taaking a toll
It is w
on GDP growth, productivity
p
growth, entrrepreneurshiip and job crreation,
mately slowin
ng improvem
ments in living standards and making the
ultim
American Dream
m more difficu
ult to achievee.2 Occupatio
onal licensingg is one
o that accum
mulative encu
umbrance th
hat, if misuse d to
statee‐level layer of
beneefit special in
nterests ratheer than to protect consum
mers, has beccome
partiicularly burd
densome for many entrep
preneurs and
d jobseekers.
valence of Occupationall Licensing Laws
L
Prev
Occu
upational liceensing laws typically
t
requ
uire fees, traiining, examss and other
qualiifications forr certain proffessions to ob
btain a licensse, but licenssing laws
vary significantly
y from state to
t state. Som
me occupation
ns require a llicense
m
ians) in every
y state, whilee others are only
(i.e., emergency med‐technici
uired in certaain states (i.e., florists). Th
he level of arrbitrariness iis two‐fold:
requ
not o
only may certain occupattions require a license in one state butt not
another, but an occupation
o
th
hat requires a license in numerous,
n
if not all,
c
different
d
feess, training, an
nd examinati on
statees may have completely
requ
uirements fro
om one state to another. For
F example,, 10 states reequire at
leastt four monthss of training for manicuriists, while otthers requiree less than
10 days.3

pational liceensing is
Occup
often u
used to pro
otect the
comm
mercial interrests of
incum
mbent busin
nesses and
practiitioners by limiting
markeet entry and
d
compeetition at th
he expense
of con
nsumers.

nsing is typiccally justified
d based on co
onsumer wellfare, but thee licensing
Licen
authorities are not consumerr groups; they
y consist of providers
p
or are state
a at the beh
hest of incum
mbent provideers. The incu
umbent
regulators who act
on and raise prices.
p
Licen sing
provviders’ intereest is to lessen competitio
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controls market entry and therefore reduces competition. Notably, as union
membership has decreased, licensing has risen; as Alan Krueger and
University of Minnesota professor Morris Kleiner point out, both are
institutions created by workers to raise wages, and licensure is about as
effective as unions, raising wages by about 15 percent relative to workers in
states that don’t require licenses for the same occupation.4 Only 5 percent of
workers required licenses in 1950. The New York Times reports that in the
1970s, only 10 percent of individuals who worked had licenses, but that rose
to almost 30 percent by 2008.5 Yet that’s not due to more individuals getting
licenses in the same jobs as 1970; rather, the number of jobs requiring
licenses has greatly expanded. In the mid‐1980s, about 800 professions
were licensed in at least one state; in 2011, at least 1,100 were.6

A recent survey of small
business owners found
again this year that
licensing and permitting
regulations were a far
better predictor of the
perceived “business
friendliness” of a state
than taxes were.

Licensing has the effect of
restricting market entry,
stifling innovation,
constraining labor
mobility, increasing the
costs of services, and
limiting choices, hurting
both workers and
consumers. The public
benefits must be great
enough to justify these
costs.
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A recent survey of small business owners by Thumbtack, a business services
firm, found again this year that licensing and permitting regulations were a
far better predictor of the perceived “business friendliness” of a state than
taxes were. At least half the businesses surveyed were subject to at least one
professional licensing requirement. Many businesses saw professional
licenses as their greatest problem because the requirements were beyond
justifications for the public’s safety. Utah, Idaho, Kansas, Virginia and Texas
were rated most friendly for their professional licensing requirements
affecting small businesses; Rhode Island, Connecticut, Illinois, Massachusetts
and California were rated the least friendly. Average real GDP growth in
2013 was double in the top five friendliest states compared to the average
growth rate of least five friendliest.7
Licensing Becoming the More Burdensome Barrier to Entry
Some professions, medical doctors and dentists, for example, involve highly‐
skilled tasks that pose significant risk to the health and safety of consumers
if those tasks are performed incorrectly. For these professions, licensing
may serve the public interest. However, licensing should be based on
assuring consumers that licensed practitioners have the skills necessary to
perform their tasks safely. Licensing should not include criteria that only
serve to limit the number of practitioners. Most occupations lack a sufficient
public health or safety justification for licensing; for example, Louisiana is
the sole state that requires florists to be licensed.8 Licensing has the effect of
restricting market entry, stifling innovation, constraining labor mobility,
increasing the costs of services, and limiting choices, hurting both workers
and consumers. The public benefits must be great enough to justify these
costs. According to Kleiner, licensing results in 2.85 million fewer jobs and
costs consumers $203 billion annually.9 Studies show that licensing
requirements do not always improve quality, and for some occupations,
have been shown reduce it.10
Using data from the Labor Department and various state licensing bodies,
the Institute for Justice (IJ) analyzed the breadth and burden of licensing
laws, targeting 102 low‐ to moderate‐income jobs in all 50 states and D.C.
The chart on the next page shows a ranking of the top 15 that bear the
broadest regulations and highest burdens according to the analysis. Notably,
cosmetologists require more days in education and higher fees per license
on average than emergency med‐technicians.
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he 2012 report, IJ ranked jobs by average fees paid
d and averagge required
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n average
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h
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state of Mississippi on its licensing requirements and in 2005 were finally
able to teach hair braiding without a cosmetology license, leaving them
subject only to a $25 fee to register with the state and compliance with all
relevant health and hygiene codes.14
Many states are cracking down on violations of licensed practice—in some
cases, to the extreme. In fact, last year, America’s longest running newspaper
advice columnist, John Rosemond, received a letter from the Kentucky
attorney general to stop publishing his advice column in a Kentucky
newspaper or face fines and jail for “unlicensed practice of psychology” in
Kentucky, begging the question: do occupational‐licensing laws trump free
speech?15

Low‐income workers
would be especially
advantaged by more
narrowly focused licensure
laws, as they frequently
lack the time and financial
resources to obtain a
license, limiting their
opportunity for personal
advancement and upward
mobility.

Cross‐state licensing
reciprocity should be
considered, so that labor
mobility is less
constrained.

The justification for
licensing should include
why certification is not
enough.

States Should Look to Improve Licensing Laws, Cross‐State Licensing
At the state level, as suggested by economist Rachel Greszler recently in
testimony before the Joint Economic Committee in a hearing entitled,
“Empowerment in the Workplace”: “Licensing requirements should be
eliminated or reduced in accordance with cost‐benefit analysis of their
public interest and economic consequences.”16 At the federal level, however,
it was suggested in previous testimony before the Small Business Committee
subcommittee that Congress could “revoke antitrust immunity for
regulatory bodies that abuse government power for private ends.”17 Such a
change would help prevent abuse of licensing laws by established
businesses seeking to exclude competition.
As pointed out by Kleiner, occupational licensing “does nothing to close the
inequality gap.”18 Low‐income workers would be especially advantaged by
more narrowly focused licensure laws, as they frequently lack the time and
financial resources to obtain a license, limiting their opportunity for
personal advancement and upward mobility. Greszler further suggested that
cross‐state licensing reciprocity be considered, so that labor mobility is not
so constrained. A massage therapist or a math teacher, for example, require
a license to work in most states and would greatly benefit from cross‐state
reciprocity.
Occupational licensing can often be a clumsy solution to ensure consumer
health and safety; there are other ways, such as voluntary certification, to
prioritize consumer health and safety without hurting entrepreneurship and
job creation. Voluntary certification does not directly limit the number of
market entrants but can confer the same informational benefit to consumers
about a practitioner’s qualifications. The justification for licensing should
include why certification is not enough. States should reexamine their
occupational licensing laws to ensure that they are not serving the interests
of incumbent groups instead of the consumers they are meant to protect.
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